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My name is Joe Wood and I have lived in Bringelly since 1976 and raised a beautiful family, I have been told and viewed the
Department of Planning new maps around the Aerotropolis and to my astonishment that we have not been included which
originally we were.
How is it that we were originally in the first precinct and now we are not? Why do Department of Planning keep changing maps to
suit themselves, this is playing with people’s lives.
The issues of GREEN ZONES and the highway robbery price they are suggesting of $20psm is ludicrous and this is a deliberate
way to try to undervalue land out here.
How is it that Department of Planning have these glossy maps printed but show no streets, roads or boundaries so that residents
can easily locate their own properties, I feel this is a deliberate way to confuse us so that we are kept in the dark.
I have attended every meeting since we have been indicated in this mess from Bringelly Hall but as Covid19 hit, I have not been
able to find any information to date as I do not own a computer or internet, why hasn’t the planning department been more
transparent and offered people who have no access to computers newsletters that can be mailed out to keep them informed, but
again a deliberate way of keeping residents quiet. We would like to question these government bodies at meetings that are held for
the residents as maps, brochures, letters, websites are very vague and dishonest as they don’t answer any of our questions with
1

what was happening.
We understand and accept that a second airport is necessary along with all its infrastructure but the misleading information given
out from your department is just not fair, it seems no one can answer anything and it seems that the answer is, we will get back to
you which
no-one ever does..
We bought this land for lifestyle and we didn’t chose for this airport to be built, you did, so land owners need to be compensated for
you interrupting their lifestyle, if you decided to paint us green than you compensate us being green, to try and make hundreds of
acres green zones because you need our trees is just unbelievable.
We live in Australia, and this is un-Australian – we have rights – we need to ask for a serious investigation here to bring to light the
disgraceful lack of information, how we were informed in the first instance and why were we called to attend a Community meeting
that gave us no information or answers.
I would like to know what Private Land Ownership actually means in NSW and has this meaning been corroded over time through
legislation.
Many residents, including myself are dealing with personal issues as cancer, old age and now have anxiety and stress over this
whole situation that the NSW planning want to propose, all we want is to be treated fairly and to be on equal playing field when it
comes to compensation and to be told the truth. We feel we are being sacrificed for this Aerotropolis to happen, I wonder could this
be a sophisticated way off land grabbing to pay for all the infrastructure surrounding a 24 hour airport. All our letters are heard on
deaf ears, Councils have said it’s a State Government project, the MP’s have sent out generic letters stating they know nothing
about it, so where can we go? Us battlers would just like answers and not to be taken as fools.
JOE WOOD
TYSON ROAD, BRINGELLY
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